Issues with Run-time Library on IA

• Memory, string and math functions in today’s glibc are optimized for today’s Intel processors:
  • AVX/AVX2/AVX512
  • FMA
• It takes years for glibc from release to public to be on end-user’s machines:
  • In 2018, people are still using glibc 2.17, which was released in February, 2013, on SKX, even when the current released glibc 2.28 has the new memory, string and math functions optimized for SKX.
  • The same thing will happen five years from now.
Proposal

The CPU run-time library

- A subset of glibc:
  - On a branch in glibc git repo.
- Optimized for x86-64 processors.
  - libcpu-rt-c: memory, string functions.
  - Binary compatible with existing x86-64 OSes.
- OSVs can include it in their Linux distros.
  - Git branch is always ready for package.
- For systems without the latest glibc.
  - Use “LD_PRELOAD=libcpu-rt-c.so” to override functions in libc.so.
  - Use -lcpu-rt-c to link with libcpu-rt-c directly.
Machine configuration under test

Processor: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v3 @ 2.50GHz (Haswell)

Number of socket: 2

RAM: 132 GB

OS: CentOS Linux release 7.5.1804 (Core)

Kernel: CentOS Linux release 7.5.1804 (Core)

System Glibc version: glibc-2.17-222.el7.x86_64

GCC version used to build/run benchmark: latest gcc 8 branch
MySQL Test Data (sysbench)

Read transaction per second: (+4.02%)
Read/write transaction per second: (+5.68%)
Write transaction per second: (+1.60%)
Bulk insert transaction per second: (-2.46%)
Delete transaction per second: (+3.80%)
Insert transaction per second: (+1.45%)
Point select: (+1.71%)
Update index transaction per second: (+1.95%)
Update non index transaction per second: (+1.06%)
Other apps data

Nginx: Request per second (-0.01%)

Httpd: Request per second (+1.17%)

Gipfeli: Compression speed (+0.61%)

Gipfeli: Decompression speed (-0.86%)

Snappy: Compression speed (+0.51%)

Snappy: Decompression speed (+1.47%)

Protobuf: Google message1 proto2 serialize speed MB/s (-0.52%)

Protobuf: Google message1 proto3 serialize speed MB/s (+0.62%)

Protobuf: Google message2 serialize speed MB/s (+11.65%)
Conclusion

- This proposal is non intrusive and require very little change in run time environment.
- This proposal doesn’t have release overhead, anyone can build from github and use it.
- User doesn’t have to recompile their codebase to take advantage of libcpurt library.
- Data collected on Broadwell processor, SKX system will show even better improvement.
- Some old code doesn't even compile on new OS with new compiler due to compatibility.
- Overall goal is to deliver the maximum performance to end users on Intel platforms and this proposal satisfy requirement with least overhead.
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